DIRECTIONS

DIRECTIONS

Haarlem and surrounding areas are low-emission zones. Only trucks and buses that meet the Dutch
category 6 emission standard or better are allowed in this zone. A temporary exemption can be applied for
here:
https://www.haarlem.nl/onthe ng-milieuzone/ (Dutch only)

ADDRESS TO USE WITH SAT-NAV:
SPAARNE 32, HAARLEM

From the A9, or from Amsterdam via Halfweg N200/A200

1. Junction Rottepolderplein: exit ’Haarlem, Halfweg’. Follow the A200 in the direction of Haarlem. In
front of the y-over at trainstation Spaarnwoude keep right, direction ‘Centrum’.
2. At the last tra c lights (t-junction), take a right.
3. Take a left at the next tra c lights. Follow this road (Papentorenvest), this road will curve to the left.
4. Cross the bridge and take a left alongside the water. Follow the curve of the road to the right.
5. Follow directions of parking garage ‘APPELAAR’, to the left of the entrance of the parking garage there
are retractable barrier posts (before 11:00h they will be down) that seal o the pedestrian area. Please
call +31(0)23-5173938 so we can pick you up and lower the barriers.
6. Go straight and take a right in front of the church, into the ‘Lange Begijnestraat’. Trucks of 8.50m
and longer need to enter this street BACKWARDS (downstairs auditorium only).

PLEASE NOTE THAT REGULAR CARS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO PARK IN OUR LOADING BAY
Paid parking is available in parking garage De Appelaar (2 min walk) and parking garage Station (7 min
walk), regular parking costs apply.

Mail:

techniek@schuur.nl

Phone:

+31 (0) 23 5173900 (o ce hours)

Web:

www.schuur.nl/techniek
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Korte Begijnestraat 2, 2011HC, Haarlem
(9:30h - 17:30h, use main entrance after 17.30h)
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Artist entrance:
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Lange Begijnestraat 9, 2011HH, Haarlem
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Address:

ffi
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For free parking please navigate to either Teding van Berkhoutstraat, Zuidpolderplein or Zuidpolderstraat.
The Schuur is at approx. 15 minutes walk.

